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Discovered in 2012, the Higgs boson has opened a new window on
nature. The latest searches for its rare and non-Standard Model decays
with the ATLAS detector at the LHC are presented. They represent a
promising probe of the 1st and 2nd generation Yukawa couplings, and
of new physics. Searches for rare exclusive decays of the Higgs boson to
a meson and a photon are presented. Also presented are four searches
for decays of the Higgs boson to pairs of beyond the Standard Model
resonances, in various final states.
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1 Introduction
As the only seemingly fundamental scalar in the Standard Model (“SM”), associated
with an all-permeating, ever-present field which generates the mass of all SM particles,
the discovery of the Higgs boson has opened a new window through which nature
can be probed. While initial studies into its properties are compatible with the
SM predictions [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7], further studies are required to establish a full
understanding of the nature of the Higgs sector. Two such avenues are searches for
rare decays and beyond the SM (“BSM”) decays of the Higgs boson, with the ATLAS
detector [8] at the LHC [9].
These searches share two common themes. First, these are at best rare, or poten-
tially non-existent processes. No significant excesses have yet been observed. As such
95% confidence level upper limits (“limits”) are set according to the CLs prescrip-
tion [10, 11], using maximum likelihood fits (“fits”), sometimes to multiple variables
simultaneously. Second, due to the low expected yield of these processes, the domi-
nant uncertainty for most of the analyses shown is due to limited data statistics.
2 Rare Decays
In the SM, six of the twenty-six fundamental constants of nature are the Yukawa
couplings of the first and second generation fermions. To complete our understanding
of nature and access these constants, measuring the rare decays of the Higgs boson
is necessary. Their small SM cross section also make these decay modes potentially
susceptible to notable modifications from new physics.
Many searches for rare decays of the Higgs boson have been performed at the
ATLAS detector, most of which can not be covered here. For example, see Refs [12,
13, 14, 15]. The following subsection describes the subset of these searches for which
the Higgs boson decays to a meson (M) and a photon (γ).
2.1 H →Mγ
Rare exclusive decays of the Higgs boson to a meson and a photon provide access to
the first and second generation Yukawa couplings, while providing a final state with
a distinct topology to trigger and select events [16, 17, 18]. These final states can
be produced directly or indirectly as described by the Feynman diagrams shown in
Figure 1. Only the direct diagram gives access to the Yukawa coupling, unfortunately
it is subdominant and the diagrams interfere destructively. The mesons targeted are
listed in Table 1.
Events are triggered in the ρ (φ) searches by the pi± (K±) tracks and photon, while
the J/ψ and Υ searches use the muons to trigger. Jet-plus-photon production and
di-jets are the dominant backgrounds for the ρ and φ final states, while inclusive SM
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(a) Direct (b) Indirect
Figure 1: Direct and indirect decays of the Higgs boson to a meson and a photon [19].
Target Meson BRSM(H →Mγ) Meson Decay Mode
ρ 1.7× 10−5 ρ→ pi+pi−
φ 2.3× 10−6 φ→ K+K−
J/ψ 2.8× 10−6 J/ψ → µ+µ−
Υ(1S, 2S, 3S) (6.1, 2.0, 2.4)× 10−10 Υ→ µ+µ−
Table 1: List of searches with final states including a photon and a meson. Also
shown are the expected branching ratio of the Higgs boson to these final states in the
SM [19, 20], and the targeted decay mode of the meson.
quarkonia production in association with a jet misidentified as a photon is the domi-
nant background for the J/ψ and Υ final states. In the J/ψ and Υ searches, events
are categorised based on whether or not the photon converted to an electron/positron
pair in the inner tracker, and whether the muons are found in the barrel or end-caps of
the detector. Background estimates are derived in all cases by using a non-parametric
data-driven approach describing the kinematic distributions with templates, while the
signal is modelled using either a Gaussian or double-Gaussian distribution in mMγ.
The selection applied for all final states includes a requirement on the invariant mass
of the meson decay products, derived in a high statistics region. Figure 2 shows the
di-track invariant mass in such a region for the ρ and φ searches.
All of these analyses use the mMγ distributions in the fits, while the J/ψ and Υ
analyses also include the pMγT distributions, which provide additional discrimination.
The Υ analysis also fits the mM distribution to distinguish the different Υ resonances.
Figure 3 shows the distributions fitted in the Υ search. Limits were set of:
• BR(H → ργ) < 8.8× 10−4
• BR(H → φγ) < 4.8× 10−4
• BR(H → J/ψγ) < 1.5× 10−3
• BR(H → Υ(1S, 2S, 3S)γ) < (1.3, 1.9, 1.3)× 10−6
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Figure 2: Invariant masses for the di-track systems resulting from the meson decay,
in the generation regions of the H → ργ (a) and H → φγ (b) searches [16].
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Figure 3: mµµγ, p
µµγ
T and mµµ distributions, which were input to the fit of the H → Υγ
search to set the limit, as an example of the H →Mγ fit inputs [17].
3 BSM Decays
As collider energies increase, analyses often search for new higher mass states. How-
ever, new states could also exist at lower masses, undiscovered by previous experi-
ments, if their only significant coupling is to the Higgs boson, which has only been
produced in a sufficient abundance at the LHC. Therefore, the discovery of the Higgs
boson unlocks a new range of searches for low mass particles predicted by various
BSM models. For many of these models, the tightest constraint comes from fits to
the major bosonic decay channels of the Higgs boson (H → ZZ & γγ), which provide
model-dependent indirect constraints on the branching ratios of ∼20% [21].
3
Two models considered are the two-Higgs doublet model (2HDM) and two-Higgs
doublet model with an additional singlet state (2HDM+s), in which the Higgs boson
can couple to light pseudoscalar Higgs resonances (a0). These models are motivated
because the Higgs sector need not have taken its simplest form, as it does in the SM.
The Type-II 2HDM+s models [28] also corresponds to the Higgs sector in a next
to minimal version of Supersymmetry, which solves the µ-problem of Supersymme-
try [22], while greatly reducing the fine-tuning and little-hierarchy problems. Hidden
dark-sector models, such as the Hidden Abelian Higgs Model [23], also predict an
additional resonance (Zd), which can have a significant coupling to the Higgs boson.
The following subsections describe searches for decays of the observed Higgs boson
to these resonances with masses between about 15 and 60 GeV (with one exception).
For other such searches, see for example Refs [24, 25]. Below about 15 GeV, the final
state particles leave overlapping showers in the calorimeters, for which no dedicated
reconstruction exists in ATLAS. Above about 60 GeV, kinematic effects lower the
branching ratio and background from SM vector bosons overwhelms the signal.
3.1 H → a0a0 & ZdZd → ````
Leptons (electrons and muons) provide distinct signatures in the ATLAS detector,
making H → a0a0 & ZdZd → ```` a promising final state for searches for rare decays
of the Higgs boson [26]. The Feynman diagrams for these processes are shown in
Figure 4(a,b), while the branching ratios are shown in Figure 5. For the a0 interpre-
tation of this search only 4µ final states are considered because the BR(a0 → e+e−)
is vanishingly small in many models.
(a) a0a0
H
Zd
Zd
S
(b) ZdZd (c) ZZd
Figure 4: Feynman diagrams for the H → a0a0 & ZdZd & ZZd → ```` processes [27,
26].
This analysis is further broken into two separate search regions, which require
slightly different approaches due to the different final states and background compo-
sitions. One such region searches in the range 1 < ma0,Zd < 15 GeV, only using the
4µ final state. The other search region searches the range 15 < ma0,Zd < 60 GeV,
and uses final states containing pairs of electrons and muons, though it has limited
sensitivity to the a0 interpretation due to the Yukawa-like couplings of the a0.
4
Figure 5: Branching ratios for the decay of the a0 pseudoscalar Higgs resonance to
SM particles, in the Type-II 2HDM, for tan β = 5 [28].
Lepton quadruplets are formed from pairs of same-flavour opposite-sign isolated
leptons. If multiple pairings are possible in an event, pairs are selected which minimise
the di-lepton mass difference: ∆m = |m12 − m34|. A kinematic selection is then
applied, based in part on the invariant masses of the di-lepton pairs and quadruplet,
differing only where necessary between the two search regions. The mean di-lepton
mass (〈m``〉 = (m12 + m34)/2) is then used in the fit. Figure 6 shows the 〈m``〉
distributions of the SM background and observed data events, for the low and high
mass search regions. No (6) events are seen in the low (high) mass range, resulting
in the limits shown in Figure 7.
3.2 H → ZZd → ````
Hidden dark-sector models predict kinetic mixing between the SM and dark-sector
Z bosons, as shown in Figure 4(c), potentially resulting in an observable signal in
the 4` final state [26]. This process can be searched for using an analysis strategy
closely resembling that of the search for two light resonances in the 4` final state,
with quadruplets formed from two di-lepton pairs. However, in the event of multiple
possible lepton pairings, the di-lepton pairing with a di-lepton mass closest to mZ is
selected. Dark-sector Z bosons are searched for in the range 15 < mZd < 55 GeV. The
dominant backgrounds are ZZ∗ and H → ZZ∗, which are estimated from simulation.
A small fake lepton background is estimated using a data-driven method.
Events are categorised based on the flavour of the di-lepton system with an in-
variant mass furthest from mZ : 65 events are observed for di-muons, and 37 for
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Figure 6: 〈m``〉 distributions in low (a) and high (b) mass search regions. These dis-
tributions are the signal regions used in the fit to obtain the final 95% CLs limit [26].
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di-electrons. The invariant mass distribution (Figure 8(a)) of this di-lepton pair is
fitted to set the limit (Figure 8(b)).
3.3 H → a0a0 → γγjj
Searches for H → a0a0 → γγjj are sensitive to models in which the fermionic decay
modes of the a0 are suppressed [29]. The search range is 20 < ma0 < 60 GeV, with
jets being primarily gluon-induced. Due to the large multi-jet backgrounds the vector
boson fusion production mode is targeted, though there is significant contribution
from the gluon-fusion production mode. After the kinematic selection is applied, the
main backgrounds are γγjj and jjjj. Independent inversions of the |mjj −mγγ| and
photon identification requirements is used to estimate the remaining background.
A fit to five non-exclusive bins in mjj is used to set the limit shown in Figure 9.
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3.4 WH → `νa0a0 → `ν4b
Over a large mass range, the largest branching ratio of the a0 will be to B-hadrons [30].
However, measuring these is difficult at a hadron collider experiment due to the
large multi-jet backgrounds. These backgrounds can be reduced by targeting Higgs
bosons produced in association with a leptonically decaying W boson, which also
provides an efficient triggering strategy. This search targets the range 20 < ma0 < 60
GeV. Eight event categories are defined as: (njets=3,4,5+)x(nb−tags=2,3,4+), three of
which are designated as signal categories: (4j,4b), (4j,3b) and (3j,3b). The dominant
background to this search is tt (+jj).
Nine kinematic variables are used as inputs to a boosted decision tree (BDT), the
output (Figure 10) of which forms the final discriminant for the three signal regions.
The five background regions use the sum of the transverse hadronic energy as the
7
final discriminant. A simultaneous fit across all eight event categories is used to set
the final limit, shown in Figure 11.
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Figure 10: BDT output variables, used as input to the fit for the three signal regions
in the WH → `νa0a0 → `ν4b search [30].
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4 Summary
Various searches were presented for rare and BSM decays of the Higgs boson with the
ATLAS detector at the LHC. While no searches to date have resulted in an observation
of a significant excess, they are all statistically limited, and so should improve with
the square root of the delivered integrated luminosity. This is especially promising
looking to the High-Luminosity LHC, where for example, the limit for the H → J/ψγ
search is set to improve to ∼ 15× σSM [31].
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